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The report comprises of various segments

as well an analysis of the trends and

factors that are playing a substantial role

in the market.

PORTLAND, PORTLAND, OR, UNITED

STATE, December 6, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- The rising

popularity of e-commerce, increasing

usage of smartphones among the

population, rising demand for RFID

technology, need to migrate to supply

chain inefficiencies are some of the key

driving factors for the growth of this

stock control software market. 

However, high investment, system

crash, reduced physical audits cost

hesitation among consumers to adopt legacy system is some of the factors which may hinder

the growth of the market. Furthermore, increased adoption of technologies in the manufacturing

sector and an increase in adoption of stock control software in e-commerce boost the market

trends.

Download Sample Report at: https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/request-sample/9406

The stock control software possesses multiple benefits such as information regarding the

current product, improved synchronization of data across all the platforms in real-time,

enhanced back-end visibility, decision-makers having more control over multichannel order flow.

The E-commerce sector runs day-to-day management as it increases visibility and business

intelligence and thus stock management is one of the most important current assets and thus it

needs to be monitored accurately. Thus, many organizations are adopting stock control software

and driving the growth of the market.
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Automation offers organizations to track all the supply chain and other details which includes all

the store and warehouse locations while returns, exchanges, shipments, or monitoring orders. In

addition to this, automation also helps in routine performance and makes it improved and easy.

Automation with the stock control software is majorly helpful for organizations which are having

multiple stores or warehouse locations or have a limited budget for the organizations.  

The integration of automation with stock control software also enables the brick-and-mortar

channel, which will soon expand into online channels. Thus, it reduces the operation time with

decreased operational cost. Hence, integration of automation with the stock control software is

expected to boost the lucent opportunities for the market. 

Impact of COVID-19 on Stock Control Software Market:

• The emergence of COVID-19 pandemic has severely affected almost all the industries across

the world. Further, lockdown enforcements and restrictions on movements of non-essential

goods as well as resources in various countries has disrupted the supply chain of electronic

components & networking equipment. Thus, this has led to the delay in supply of electronic

components required in manufacturing of the network equipment.

• Wholesale, manufacturing and retail account for more than 75% of businesses in the impacted.

The impact on supply chain is twofold. Retailers around the world are grappling with the

appropriate response to the coronavirus for their employees, customers and their business. 

• The increased uncertainty could lead to overbuying or under-buying products. Through better

demand forecasting, an organization will be able to manage inventory better, increase revenue,

and improve customer support. Moreover, many organizations are switching towards ERP

software and automation, as it will take a lot of work if the stock works is done through

manually. 
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Key Companies Include:

•	Infoplus Inc

•	Finale Inventory Ltd.

•	Agiliron Inventory Management Corp.

•	Fishbowl Inventory Inc.

•	Pomodo Ltd.

•	Cin7 Inc.

•	TradeGecko Ltd.

•	Zangerine Inc.

•	Chondrion Inventory Management Ltd

•	NetSuite Inc
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About Us:

Allied Market Research (AMR) is a full-service market research and business-consulting wing of

Allied Analytics LLP based in Portland, Oregon. Allied Market Research provides global

enterprises as well as medium and small businesses with unmatched quality of "Market

Research Reports" and "Business Intelligence Solutions." AMR has a targeted view to provide

business insights and consulting to assist its clients to make strategic business decisions and

achieve sustainable growth in their respective market domains.

Pawan Kumar, the CEO of Allied Market Research, is leading the organization toward providing

high-quality data and insights. We are in professional corporate relations with various companies

and this helps us in digging out market data that helps us generate accurate research data tables

and confirms utmost accuracy in our market forecasting. Each and every data presented in the

reports published by us is extracted through primary interviews with top officials from leading

companies of domain concerned. Our secondary data procurement methodology includes deep

online and offline research and discussion with knowledgeable professionals and analysts in the

industry.
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